Action Steps: 1) Be sure your write-up includes: 1. Name: Cristina Camacho 2. District: Long Beach Public School  3. Grade: 7th 4. Subject: Life Science 5. CCLS Standard Addressed:  CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RST.6-8.3 Follow precisely a multistep procedure when carrying out experiments, taking measurements, or performing technical tasks.  CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RST.6-8.4 Determine the meaning of symbols, key terms, and other domain-specific words and phrases as they are used in a specific scientific or technical context relevant to grades 6-8 texts and topics.  CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RST.6-8.9 Compare and contrast the information gained from experiments, simulations, video, or multimedia sources with that gained from reading a text on the same topic.   6. Website/ Location of app: http://www.lifetechnologies.com/us/en/home/support/research-tools/iphone-apps-and-widgets/3d-cell-and-cell-staining-simulation-tool-ipad-app.html  7. Description of application: (minimum of seven sentences including features) The 3D Cell and Stain simulation tool is an app that helps one learn all of the common structures and functions of the cell. It allows you to rotate the cell 360 degrees as well as click on individual structures for identification. When the organelles are clicked on, the app provides a detail of the functions and information on how they relate to each other. Molecular probes through life technologies also provides information on the fluorescent dyes shown to highlight the organelles with product information if interested. Another feature to this app is it allows you to simulate staining a cell. Creating your own stained specimen, just pick an organelle, and then choose the fluorescent dye and it will project an image as if suspending those organelles from an actual cell.  There are also videos available showing the stained organelles functioning in action along with descriptions for the video. Life technologies welcomes any feedback about the application and will oppositely offer feedback on the cell you created. Overall, so far this app has received positive reviews.  8. Incorporation explanation: (minimum of seven sentences explaining in detail how this app can be incorporated into existing NYSLS Lesson Plans.)  As I cover the organelles in class, I will use the app to show what the actual organelle looks like if visible under a microscope as well as seeing the actual function in action. As a differentiation piece there are organelles beyond basic structures that I would introduce in the accelerated classes. There are also organelles I cover that are not included in the cell on the app so students will be responsible for identifying those organelles not included. As a homework or extension piece students can also research the additional structures mentioned on the app. Part of what is cool about this app is students can create their own stained cell using different flourescents. I would break students up in groups and I would randomly assign each group different organelles that they will be responsible for when staining their own cell. After they create a cell, each group will have to come up with 3 questions about the cell and they will email their cell along with questions to life technologies for feedback. Part of their assignment due must include the dialogue between their group and the company.
